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Meet the public 
Student Senate candidates. face 
questions on issues. : . 
P,age .5 
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BOG·, UPI mediation is set 
By CHRIS SEPER 
Campus editor 
After a day of legal haggling 
and butting heads, the Board of 
Governors and University Pro-
fessionals of Ininois signed an 
agreement for mediation Monday. 
"We're glad they (BOG) saw 
the light and the need to mediate," 
said l.JPI 'President Mitch Vogel. 
"We're hoping to very shortly 
resolve this issue through media-
tion." 
The mediation agreement -
sent out at 4:30 p.m. Mond_ay - is 
off to the Federal Mediation and 
Concilatory Service and will 
involve only Unit A of the bar-
gaining group - namely all full-
time faculty. 
The disagreements surrounding 
the day's discussions involved the 
issue of whether the mediation 
agreement should be sent to either 
a state or federal service and what 
the bargaining state of bargaining 
group Unit B, the temporary 
employees and academic support 
staff, will be. 
The decision for mediation was 
made Thursday evening when the 
UPI called for ;m end to the nego-
tiations after two straight days of 
talks concerning the payment 
equity plan proved futile. 
It will take a week to 10 days 
for the FCMS to assign a media-
tor and for talks to gei underway. 
"They assign a mediator to us," 
said BOG spokeswoman Michelle 
Brazell. "Then the time it would 
take get here and schedule ses-
sions on a neutral site will take 
t Continued on page 2 
Hill cancels second candidate interview 
By JAMIE RILEY . 
Administration editor 
Interviews for the second can-
didate for the position of acting 
associate vice president for aca-
demic affairs was cancelled 
Thursday and rescheduled for 
8:30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. Tuesday. 
Simpson, currently assistant vice 
president for academic affairs, 
was rescheduled for Tuesday 
when Simpson could not return to 
Charleston due to continued con-
tract negotiations. 
The Council of Chairs, who 
direct reports to Hill, will 
interview Simpson third, from 
10:3.0 to 11:30 a.m. The final 
round of interviewing includes an 
open session with any interested 
members of the university com-
munity asking questions, begin-
ning at 12:30 p.m. and ending at 
1:30p.m. 
DAN KOONCE /Photo editor 
Barbara Hill, acting vice presi-
dent for academic affairs, sched-
uled interviews with two candi-
dates for acting associate vice 
president for academic affairs 
Wednesday and Thursday, but the 
interview of candidate Jeanne 
Several deans, associate deans 
and vice presidents will interview 
Simpson in the first hour-long 
session. The second hour of inter-
viewing will be done by the 
Council on Academic Affairs, 
Council on Teacher Education, 
Council on Graduate Studies and 
the Faculty Senate, from 9:30 to 
10:30 a.m. 
Terry Weidner, botany depart-
ment chair, was interviewed 
Wednesday in four sessions 
beginning at 11 a.m. and ending 
at4:30 p.m. 
Concentrate 
Jerome Buchannan, a freshman art major, (front), and Joe Alfe, a 
freshman art major, (back), draw plants during art class in the H.F. 
Thut Greenhouse Monday morning. * Continued on page 2 
Tarble Arts Center receives Arts Council grants 
By CASSIE SIMPSON 
Activities editor 
Eastern ·s· Tarble Arts Center has 
received two grants from the Illinois Arts 
Council to funp several major programs in 
the 1991-92 exhibitions and visiting 
artists/scholars programs. 
Donna Meeks, curator of education, said 
she applied for one of the grants and 
Michael Watts ; director of Tarble Arts, 
applied for the other. · 
The total .amount" of the grant that Watts 
applied for was $12,675 and will be used 
to fund · the following programs: the "Wall 
Ceramics/Cer'amic Walls," a symposium 
and exhibition which closes Dec. 1, a con-
temporary. vi·sual arts symposium set for 
Nov. 21 in conjunction with the exhibition 
titled "Spiri·ted Visfons: Portraits of 
Chicago Artists for Nov. 16 through Jan. 5 
and ari exhibition .titled "Lasting 
Impressions; ·Drawings by Thomas Hart 
Benton," w.hi~h will' be on display Jan. 11 
through March 1. 
Meeks applie'q for the grant to help 
sponsor the "Arts in Edµcation Residency" 
program for artists coming up in March. 
The Illinois Arts · Council awarded a 
grant of $6,450 in support of Tarble 's joint 
residency program o.n the topic 
"Interdisciplinary Art." 
"They provide a certain amount of funds 
and we come up 'with inatching funds," 
Meeks said. 
"This is the first rime we've tried this 
particular topic, it's .also the first time 
we've gotten a larger grant for (a) two 
months (duration)," Meeks said. "This is 
the third year running we've had residents 
come in, but the first time we've had two 
residents come in for two months. 
"It's a new topic. It's adventurous and 
gives us a grander, larger version of what 
has been done in the past," Meeks said. 
Meeks said the residency program is co-
sponsored by the physical education 
department, the art department, Moweaqua 
Unit Schools, Mattoon Public Schools, 
Crestwood Schools in Paris and Charleston 
Area Arts Council. 
The sponsors of the progra,m have 
matched the grant with $3,250, Meeks 
said. 
"When you put the funds all together, 
that is what it takes for the (two) residents 
to come," she added. 
The two peqple coming to Eastern as 
resident artists in March and April are 
Chicago video artist Maria Benfield and 
Champaign dancer Kate Kuper. 
"The dancer and the video artist will 
work collaborately with the public 
schools," Meeks said. 
As part of their duties, Meeks said the 
two artists will put up a showing in 
Tarble 's Brainard Gallery and teach a 
video/dance course for area high school 
students on Saturdays in McAfee's dance 
studio. 
"It's an eight-week course . which is 
coordinated by the physici;tl education 
dance program," Meeks said. 
Meeks also mentioned the Saturday high 
school program is free of charge to partici-
pants. 
Meeks added the students. would partici-
pate in a performance for "Celebration 
'92," the arts festival sponsored by the 
College of Fine Arts on April 25 .. 
In addition, the two resident artists will 
produce a performance of their own for 
"Celebration '92," when dancer Kate 
Kuper will also produce a dance of her 
own to perform. . 
"During this whole residency, they'll be 
going to public schools," Meeks said. 
"They'll present a two-week residency at 
both Crestwood and Moweaqua and a one-
week residency at Mattoon Jr. High." 
The residents will be presenting a pro-
gram at a Family Sampler Sunday and at 
the annual art education conference, while 
also appearing on "Connections," a WEIU-
TV production. 
Meeks said the residency program's goal 
is to bring· artists in from another area and 
have them perform to benefit Eastern. 
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Residence hall group 
continues fundraising 
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS 
Student government editor 
The National Residence Hall 
Honorary will continue its efforts 
on donations for the Sean 
McKinney Scholarship Fund at its 
meeting Tuesday in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
The NRHH will continue to 
recycle in the residence halls for 
funds, and a portion of the funds 
collected will go as a donation to 
the scholarship fund, said Kate 
McCarthy, NRHH vice president. 
The NRHH will meet at 6 p.m. 
Tuesday in the Effingham Room 
of the Union. 
McCarthy said the NRHH is 
close to its donation goal for the 
scholarship fund. He said the 
NRHH will also start to put 
together a bid to get the National 
Residence Hall Honorary chapter 
of the year. 
McCarthy said the NRHH is 
awaiting reports from its presi-
dent, John Biembaum, and advis-
er, Anne Rathjen, from the 
Association of College and 
Universities Housing Officers 
conference in Grand Rapids, 
Mich. 
"They're going to bring back 
new information that other stu-
dents are using across the coun-
try," McCarthy said. "It should be 
very helpful." 
McCarthy said the conference 
consists of housing officers from 
different universities and colleges 
all over the country that get 
together to share ideas for improv-
ing housing programs. 
However, she said Biembaum 
and Rathjen will not return in time 
to give their report at Tuesday's 
meeting. 
Bid for liaison positions 
go up at SAT meeting 
By AMY LEUSCHKE 
Staff writer 
The Student Action Team 
accepted two nominations for its 
national liaison position at its 
meeting Monday in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
Jody Stone and Michelle 
Ferrandino were both nominated 
Monday night for the position, 
which Ryan Devlin resigned 
from last Monday. Both candi-
dates will be allowed time for a 
short speech and open questions 
from the rest of the team's mem-
bers next week. 
Elections for the position will 
be held at the Student Action 
Team's next meeting. 
The Student Action Team 
raised $50 for SACIS, the 
Sexual Assault Counseling 
Informational Services on cam-
pus. 
"The trick-.or-treating for 
SACIS went well," said Ferr-
andino. The group went into the 
community last Thursday trick-
or-treating for donations. 
The Student Action Team also 
passed out random surveys from 
the university housing office 
committee, "Back to the Basics". 
"The surveys were handed out 
by housing to see if any changes 
needed to be made for the food 
service," said SAT president 
Terry Tumbarello. 
A training program for the 
Student Action Team's high 
school peer group counseling 
will be held from 10 a.m. to 
noon on Saturday in the Oakland 
Room of the University Union. 
"I think the the peer counsel-
ing program is going to go real 
well," said Stone, who is chair 
of the Student Action Team's 
student/public relations commit-
tee. 
FROM PAGE ONE 
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t From page one 
seven to 10 days." 
The definition of a neutral site for talks means 
a city without a BOG school in the vicinity, mean-
ing Charleston, Chicago and Macomb would be 
excluded. Brazell said that a possible sight could 
be Bloomington, the location of Illinois State 
University. 
Brazell said that the actual name of the media-
tor may be known in the next three days. 
Threats of filing an unfair labor practice com-
plaint against the BOG still linger, as Vogel said 
that UPI would file the complaint if the BOG 
would not meet with Units A and B. 
"Our position is very clear that both units are 
the same," Vogel said. "We stay together. They're 
not going to drive a wedge between us. 
"We've come to the conclusion they (BOG) 
want to stall out mediation as long as possible to 
avoid a strike this semester," Vogel added. "That's 
not going to work." 
The Illinois Education Labor Relations Board 
receives all unfair labor relations complaints. 
Threats made by Vogel earlier in the day had 
him using the unfair labor relations complaint 
only if BOG refused to sign the mediation agree-
ment. 
"If they're stalling the mediation process that's 
(file unfair labor practice) exactly what we're 
going to do," Vogel said. 
Another specific disagreement between the 
board and the union occurred because the BOG 
Hill 
asked to use the state's mediation service, while 
UPI pushed to use a federal government mediator. 
Along the same lines, the BOG desired separate 
dealings with Unit B - keeping them away from 
the full-time faculty - while UPI is wanting to 
keep everyone together. 
"They're arguing about the second bargaining 
unit (temporary faculty and academic support 
staff) that they don't want to seek mediation with 
that group," Vogel said. "We're one union and 
we're in this together." 
"That negotiation had not reached the point 
with Unit B," Brazell said. "Negotiations regard-
ing Unit B had not reached the point with Unit A 
employees. 
"We did not feel that we were at an impasse 
with Unit B employees. Negotiations have not 
gotten that far to make a decision (concerning 
Unit B)," Brazell added. 
The UPI objection to use a state mediator was 
that it costs more money and takes a longer 
amount of time to obtain a state than it does to 
obtain a federal one, Vogel said. 
"The board (BOG) raised objections," Vogel 
said. "They want to use a·state service which costs 
money and isn't as quick." 
"Cost was the primary issue (for the UPI)," 
Brazell said. 
Vogel said there will be a meeting concerning 
the selection of a strike vote and a review of the 
progress of the mediation service on Friday. 
* From page one 
The deadline for written rec-
ommendations from people 
attending the interviews had 
been set for 4 p.m. Monday, but 
has been extended to 4 p.m. 
Thursday due to the reschedul-
ing of Simpson's interview. 
Hill said she will hopefully 
have chosen the best of the two 
candidates by the end of the 
week. 
faculty organizations, including 
the Faculty Senate, Council on 
Academic Affairs and the 
Council on Teacher Education, 
as well as a student representa-
tive and administrative repre-
sentatives was formed to con-
duct the search for the perma-
nent associate vice president for 
academic affairs. · · -. 
istrative positions ... an going 
to be there awhile. A variety of 
people giving input gives a 
wider picture of what this per-
son is like," she said. 
Hill doesn't see her action as 
precedent setting and said it was 
advantageous to open the inter-
views to the campus community 
because the acting associate 
vice president for academic 
affairs would work closely with 
the faculty for a long time. Although the final decision 
between the two candidates is 
Hill's, she chose to allow facul-
ty suggestions in the decision 
making process. 
A committee consisting of 
representatives from various 
Hill elected to use the com-
mittee as a consulting body to 
fill the position temporarily. 
Committee member Marietta 
Deming said Hill's decision to 
open the interviews to the uni-
versity community was prece-
dent setting. 
"Even people in a.cting admin-
Although Hill would not 
comment on Weidner's inter-
view specifically, she said both 
candidates are "exceptionally 
well qualified." 
New tinplate organization ready to get on track 
By DIANE JOHNSON 
and RICH BIRD 
Staff writers 
the basement of Gaylin Lack's office build-
ing located on west U.S. Route 16 in 
Charleston. 
also works to promote and educate those out-
side the group through cooperation with 
social service organizations, school systems 
and all other interested groups, Glass said. 
track. Currently the group anticipates having 
2,000 square feet of layout in a scale repre-
sentation of existing area railroads and 
towns. 
A local group interested in the operation 
and promotion of model trains is calling all 
prospective members to attend its first meet-
ing. 
According to Vernon Glass, Tinplate 
Association secretary, the purpose of the 
organization is to "promote fellowship for 
modem railroaders and to build a large oper-
ating Lionel layout." 
The first Eastern Illinois Tinplate 
Association meeting is scheduled for 6:30 
p.m. Tuesday. The meeting will take place in 
The Tinplate Association will educate 
members in railroading and model train 
operation during meetings. The association 
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The group's central goal is the production 
of a large Lionel model train layout. 
The group chose the "3 Rail, 0 gauge" 
Lionel train specifically because "it is the top 
of the line brand," Glass said. 
Glass also noted that the old Marx brand 
of train will be compatible with the three-rail 
All You Can 
Eat Buffet 
"We don't call them toy trains now; we 
like to think that each of us owns a part of a 
model railroad empire," club member Larry 
McDaniel said. 
The Eastern Tinplate Association is a non 
profit organization financed by club member 
dues and outside donations. 
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Harvesting 
Brian Zimmer, a junior accounting major, prunes tomatoes after the first frost Monday morning behind the 
H. F Thut Greenhouse. 
Roe's falls victim to damage. 
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM 
City editor 
Harvey K. Dunn, an assistant 
manager at Wilb Walker's East, 
950 18th St., said he saw a 
white male loitering near the 
businesses' check-out shortly 
before the incident. 
A 21-year-old man was 
arrested Wednesday on charges 
of criminal damage to property 
following an incident at Roc.'s 
Lounge, 410 Sixth St. 
Eastern student Robert J. 
Kuhter , 1151 Sixth St., was 
arrested at the bar at 12: 16 a.m 
after the incident was reported 
to the Charleston Police 
Department. 
Valerie R. Hutchcraft, 2030 
Douglas Dr., a maintenance 
worker at the laundromat, was at 
work at 3:30 a.m. when she 
heard a car door slam. 
• A 21-year-old man was 
arrested on charges of retail 
theft on Oct. 28 following an 
incident at the Charleston Wal-
Mart, 510 W. Lincoln Ave. 
Eastern student Deric N. 
In other items among 
Charleston Police reports: 
Thinking the car was in a 
neighboring lot, Hutchcraft con-
tinued with her work. 
Newton, 951 Sixth St., was 
arrested at 4 p.m. at Wal-Mart 
after the incident was reported 
to the Charleston Police 
Department. • An investigation is continu-
ing by the Charleston Police 
Department for a suspect or sus-
pects involved in a motor vehi-
cle burglary that occurred 
Tuesday night at the De-Co 
Laundromat, 950 l 8th St. 
She had left her 1988 
Chevrolet pick-up truck. un-
locked and unattended in front 
of the laundromat with a purse 
on the front seat. 
• A 23-year-old man was 
arrested Friday on charges of 
driving on a suspended license. 
Returning at about 3:50 a.m., 
Hutchcraft found her purse and 
its contents missing. . 
James D. Coleman of rural 
Paris was arrested at 1 :24 a.m. 
near the 1500 block of Ninth St. 
Money, money 
Tax funding tops the list for council 
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM 
City editor 
Distribution of tax increment funding will once 
again top the agenda for the Charleston City 
Council's regular meeting Tuesday. 
Council members will continue to discuss 
authorization to spend the funds available for 
individuals and businesses in the Charleston area. 
to make property improvements. 
The council will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the City 
Council Chambers, 520 Jackson Ave. 
During recent meetings, the council has heard 
from the Charleston Downtown Development 
Association, a private group of merchants who 
have asked the council to give their organization 
the power to distribute the funds. 
Members of the CDDA asked for the money to 
hire a consultant to help plan downtown improve-
ments and to establish their own grant program 
with the TIF funds. 
Council members decided instead to consider 
making the CDDA into a tax increment funding 
commission. 
As a city agency, the commission would be 
given authority to distribute the funds. 
Money in the TIF fund comes from increases in 
local sales tax revenue. 
The fund currently holds about $60,000, 
according to Commissioner Bruce Scism. 
The council will also consider granting Robert 
Zabka of rural Charleston $5,075 to upgrade his 
property at 521 Seventh St. 
Council members will also consider loaning 
Zabka $2,800 at five percent interest over 48 
months for the same property improvements. 
Money for both items would come from the TIF 
funds. 
In other business, the city council will vote on 
Charleston's annual tax levies. 
The levies for fiscal year 1991 total more than 
$1.8 million. 
Council members will also vote on a resolution 
granting $700 to the Charleston Area Chamber of 
Commerce for publication of 300,000 copies of a 
central Illinois visitors guide. 
The council will also vote on a resolution to 
accept more than $30,000 from the Illinois 
Department of Transportation to erect riew direc-
tional and traffic control signs throughout 
Charleston. 
Council members will also consider granting 
$500 to the Uptown Merchants Association to 
purchase Christmas lights for display around the . 
square during the holiday season. 
Council members will meet in executive ses~ 
sion before the regular meeting. 
In the executive session, members will discuss 
employment of city personnel and other adminis-
trative matters of the mayor and council. 
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Orientation committee 
hopes to get students 
By JAMIE RILEY 
Administration editor 
Orientation is one of the key 
factors in attracting and keeping 
students at Eastern, said Lynette 
Drake, founder of the New 
Student Orientation Committee. 
Drake, who is also the coordi-
nator of alcohol and drug infor-
mation, said one of the key fac-
tors in" attracting students to 
Eastern is a successful orienta-
tion program - which she hopes 
the new · student orientation 
committee will provide. 
She emphasized that orienta-
tion is important not just for 
incoming freshman students, but 
for transfer students as well. 
The new student orientation 
committee started a about a 
month and a half ago. Previous 
to the committee, orientation 
was handled through the Office 
of Orientation. The 28-member 
committee meets every other 
Tuesday and is divided into four 
subcommittees. 
The committee has student, 
faculty and staff representatives 
from many areas of campus. 
Drake said that it is important to 
have a mixture of people - stu-
dents, faculty and staff because 
"faculty, staff and students all 
have different ideas and under-
standings of what orientation 
should include." The mixture 
provides for a variety of infor-
mation and creativity, Drake 
added. 
Members of the committee 
IJlt'"O -ror-u•oC'ontorl h" t"ho TAC'-irl.ant 
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assistant staf( international stu-
dent center, University Apart-
ments, Academic Assistance 
Center, WEIU-TV, The Daily 
Eastern News, student govern-
ment, Greek Court, Placement 
Office, Admissions Office, 
housing personnel and several 
academic departments on cam-
pus. 
"One of the key elements of 
orientation is to have a variety 
of people," Drake said. 
The various subcommittees 
each work towards a different 
goal in improving orientation 
overall at Eastern. 
According to Drake, the fall 
Panther Preview committee 
worked to give an identity to the 
fall orientation program. Drake 
said the subcommittee is plan-
ning on using the Panther 
Preview theme "from here on 
out." 
The spring orientation com-
mittee, which is currently plan-
ning the spring orientation 
activities, is also trying to find a 
focus, and may decide to go 
with the spring Panther Preview. 
The ongoing student orienta-
tion is the newest subcommittee, 
Drake said. The committee 
helps with bicycle registration 
and works with student govern-
ment on getting the tutorial 
schedule publicized. 
"Orientation is not a one-shot 
process in the beginning of fall 
semester," Drake said. "It 
should be an ongoing process." 
The ongoing student orienta-
tion committee is also working 
on a four night series on stress 
management, Drake said. 
The same program will be pre-
sented on four nights over a two 
week period in four different 
areas of campus. 
According to Drake, the semi-
nars wiil feature speaker Mar-
garet Messer of the academic 
assistance department. 
"She has an extensive back-
ground in stress management 
seminars and we 're real excited 
to have her speak," Drake said. 
The committee is planning a 
numbeT of different topicai 
speakers during the year, she 
added. 
Drake said 2,000 to 2,500 stu-
dents attend the fall orientation 
events, which include a picnic 
and an ice cream social. 
Along with her current job, 
Drake works with Boosting . 
Alcohol Consciousness Con-
cerning the Health of University 
and Greeks Advocating the 
Mature Management of Alcohol. 
She was also involved with the 
National Collegiate Alcohol 
Awareness Week recently held 
on campus. 
Faculty Senate to discuss 
affirmative action, survey 
By JAMIE RILEY 
Administration editor 
The Faculty Senate Tuesday 
will continue discussion of 
affirmative action guidelines 
and the Faculty Issues and 
Concerns Survey, as well as 
hear committee reports and a 
report on the Council of Fac-
ulties meeting. 
At its meeting 2 p.m. in the 
BOG Room of Booth Library, 
the senate will continue discus-
sion of Affirmative Action rec-
ommendations brought to the 
senate by senate member Ed 
Marlow, said Faculty Senate 
secretary Anne Zahlan. 
The first recommendation, 
which was met with approval 
by the senate when first intro-
duced several weeks ago, 
called for the creation of a fac-
ulty Affirmative Action moni-
tor. 
The second recommendation 
introduced by Marlow, which 
was rejected by the senate, 
called for the creation of a 
committee consisting of faculty 
members from all five Board of 
Governors universities. The 
committee would oversee the 
hiring process in all the univer-
sities. 
Zahlan said the Faculty 
Senate will also continue dis-
cussion of the Faculty Issues 
and Concern Survey that was 
issued to all faculty members 
in September to allow the sen-
ate to get a better feel of the 
concerns of the entire faculty. 
The subcommittee brought 
the results of the survey to the 
senate meeting two weeks ago, 
but the issue was delayed by 
other senate business. 
o:~; Eastern News 
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Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1991 
Grad.uate school 
application fee 
not all that bad 
Eastern will be requesting an addition-
al $25 application fee for students who 
wish to apply for admittance to graduate 
school. 





approved a request by the university to Dear editor: 
establish a $25 application fee for its grad- Domestic violence is an 
uate programs, similar to the fee that was extremely serious and common 
instuitued in fall 1989 when the university problem that our society overlooks 
all too often. The hidden costs of 
, put into effect a $25 undergraduate appli- domestic violence affect every citi-
cation fee. · zen, through higher taxes, lost 
Why the application fee? worker productivity and· general 
According to Jill Nilsen, associate dean affects on society. Therefore, it is in 
of the School of the best interest of all to become 
E. d1•ton•at Graduate Studies and involved in ending this problem. 
--------Research, the application People are not aware that in this 
country, a woman is more likely to fee is designed to improve the percentage be assaulted, injured, raped or 
of applicants who actually attend the uni- killed by a male partner than by 
versity. · any other type of assailant. 
The key words here are "actually Violence is estimated to occur at 
attend." least once in two-thirds of all mar-
Of the 2,200 applications for admittance riages. Domestic violence is 
to the graduate school the attendance for believed to be the most common 
this semesters graduate students o. nly . and least reported crime in our 
nation. 
increased by 80 students. In homes where domestic vio-
Nilsen said that an increase of approxi- lence occurs, children are at an 
mately 800 applications to the college, increased risk of also suffering 
without a proportional increase in atten- physical, emotional or sexual 
dance, made the fee desirable. abuse. Approximately 3.3 million 
The School of Graduate Studies and children witness domestic violence 
Research does not have the number of staff annually. As you can imagine, the 
physical and emotional scars of 
members it takes to process the informa- being abused or of witnessing 
tion and the time to process that informa- abuse to family members can be 
tion on the average is approximately one especially devastating to children. 
hour of work. The children from violent homes 
The current $25 undergraduate applica- may also have higher risks of alco-
tion fee has yet to set back the number of hol/drug abuse and juvenile delin-
applications of students wanting to be quency. 
As you can see, domestic vio-
admitted to the university, and Nilsen sees lence is a very serious problem. It 
the graduate school application fee as no. is a concern that more and more . 
threat to the graduate program. people need to be made aware of 
The only threat the application fee each and every day, especially this 
implies is the number of students applying. month since it has been designat-
The application fee may possibly ed as "Domestic Violence 
limit the number of applications to those Awareness Month." 
Awareness is the first step, but it 
who want to pursue their education at should not be the last. It is enough 
Eastern. that our community members 
The News believes the $25 graduate become aware of the problem. 
student application fee will increase the Awareness alone cannot reduce 
quailty of applicants to the School of and eradicate this tragic problem. 
Graduate Studies and is an effective mea- Caring and motivated communities 
sure to control costs. are needed to help break the 
Jill Nilsen, associate dean 
School of Graduate School and 
· -· · · · · · · ·-·A·· --Research 
bonds of domestic violence. 
I think the various domestic vio-
lence programs are doing a good 
job of making people aware and of 
providing help and support to 
domestic violence victims. These 
organizations cannot do the job 
alone. It takes a wide variety of 
people in addition to their staff, to 
help eliminate domestic violence. 
The people who take steps beyond 
awareness - who donate their 
time, energy and resources - are 
invaluable, not only to the victims, 
but also to our society. 
The hidden costs of domestic 
violence affect every citizen. It is in 
the best interest of all to be aware 
and to become actively involved in 






There comes a time in every col-
amount of knowledge about teach-
ing functionally illiterate adults. So 
with all of these benefits, emotion-
al and educational, now is the time 
to pick up the phone and call Dr. 
Janet Lambert at 5728 or go to 
Buzzard 225 and set up an inter-
view with her. 
Tricia Hansen 
Reader: Pakey's 
definition a treat 
to one's sense of 
hum or 
lege student's life when they real- Dear editor: 
ize that ~here is more t~ college life Once again, Donald Pakey has 
than going to ?ars, ~oin~ to after- provic;led all sensible readers of The 
bars and partying with fnends.- .At .. Daily Eastern News with a roaring 
so~e poin~ nearly all studen~ feel good example of why such rarefied 
an impending urge to _go out in the hot air is graciously constrained with-
world and do something unselfish: in those saccharine halls of poision 
to ~evote time to a charity; to give ivy. 
their beer money to the homeless. To have conservatism defined by 
Okay, _so maybe all students don't Mr. Pakey is a treat to one's sense of 
feel this urge, but hopefully at least humor that could be rivaled only by 
10 students on our campus realize say a seminar on space exploration 
that helpi~g other people can also by the Flat Earth Society. It was espe-
be ~enefic1al_ for themselves. . cially comical to hear The News 
I m speaking of the EIU Literacy world view, as revealed by its edito-
Corps. What it consists of is a rials and political cartoons, labeled as 
gro_up of ten students who trave~ to -get this- conservatism. In an abut-
the Mattoon Area Ad~lt Education ting column to Mr. Pakey's blither, 
Center two or three times a week serving as a perfect vaudevillian 
to tutor un~ereducated adults. "straight man," was The News edito-
. Becau~e, typ1~lly, t~e underedu- rial implying that if justice is to reign, 
cated in today s soe1ety are pre- the Supreme Court MUST uphold 
dominantly poor, the turors must Abortion,.on-Demand and Affirma-
be accepting and nonjudgmental tive Action as sacred concepts held 
of ~eople who ~ave a nontra~iti~n- by the dignatories and original 
al lifestyle or live on public aid. authors of our Constitution. 
Candidates for the EIU Student Horsefeathers! 
Literacy Corps also have to have The News editorial did dose with a 
the capacity to care about others statement we can all salute. The 
and main~in confide~tiality. "rights of the individual should 
One m1sconcept1on that stu- remain paramount in a democratic 
dents may have is that you have to society." Of interest is that The 
be an education major to become a News, and no doubt the many Dr. 
member of the Literacy Cor~s. flakeys of the world, refuses to 
Wrong. Any undergraduate with address the fact that until 1973 the 
the personal qualities identified interuterine child was considered to 
above is eligible to join the Student be an Individual and was afforded 
Literacy Corps. . . full protection of tne Constitution to a 
I am not an ~ucat1on maior, but Right-to-Life. Roe v. Wade really 
I ~ave been a L1t~racy Corps tut~r accomplished only one thing; the 
this semester. Believe me, there is removal of individuality and person-
no feeling more rewarding than hood from those who had historically 
working with someone over acer- been considered due all considera-
tain amount of time and having tion as a person. No scientific discov-
them under.stand what y~u have ery enlightened us to the contrary. 
been teaching. The fe~llng that Ql,lite to the contrary, obstetric sci-
comes over me knowing that I ence since Roe v. Wade has shed 
hav~ ".1ad_e a difference in so~e- dramatic light upon previously 
ones life 1s one of the best things unknown sophistications of fetal 
I've ever experienced. development, individuality and per-
. . Despite. the em~tional rewards sonality. If Mr. Pakey makes a good 
involved in the L1t~racy Corps, argument for any idea, it might be: 
there are also educational rewards. The deeper you go into the woods, 
Being involved in this program the more nuts you find. 
gives a student three semester Steve Harrison 
hours of credit and a substantial 
The Dally Eastern News 
Election forum 
will be held 
in Coleman 
By CHARLENE BURRIS 
Staff writer 
The Student Senate will have 
an election forum Tuesday for 
public interaction with the 19 
candidates running for senate 
member positions in the Nov. 13 
student government elections. 
The forum will be begin at 7 
p.m. Tuesday in Coleman Hall 
room 120. 
A panel made up of seven 
recognized student organiza-
tions and one graduate student 
will question the candidates on 
their credentials and ideas for 
the upcoming year, said Jill 
Pfeiffer, senate election chair-
person. 
The panel method of inter-
viewing the candidates is a new 
form used by the senate to pro-
mote easier rapport and increase 
audience attendance , Pfeiffer 
added. 
The panel consists of repre-
sen ta ti v es from the Black 
Student Union, Hispanic .Stu-
dent Union, Interfraternity 
Council, Panhellenic Council , 
Residence Hall Association, The 
Daily Eastern News, Student 
Senate and a graduate student. 
Each candidate will give a 
brief opening statement which 
will be followed by each pan-
elist asking a question, Pfeiffer 
said. The floor will then be open 
for audience questions. 
Nineteen students are running 
for the 15 open senate seats this 
fall, said Blake Wood, speaker 
of the senate. · 
Fifteen current senate mem-
bers are UP.. for re-election and 
there are four newcomers, 
Pfeiffer added. 
Also, the VOICE party, which 
is made of all the incumbent 
senate members, consists of 14 
students, whereas the remaining 
five candidates will run as inde-
pendents, Pfeiffer said. 
Seven students are running in 
the at-large district, which rep-
resents the entire student body, 
10 are slotted for the on-campus 
district and two in the off-cam-
pus district. 
There are six seats available 
in the at-large district, six in the 
on-campus district and three in 
the off-campus district, Pfeiffer 
said. 
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Charleston High School students Andy Belden, (left), Jim Wood, (cen-
ter ), and Brian Quindan take down toilet paper from a tree on 
Division Street Monday afternoon. 
BSU will plan for event 
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS 
Student government editor 
The Black Student Union will 
make final preparations at its regu-
, lar meeting Tuesday f01; a leader-
ship conference that several of its 
members will attend Thursday. 
The Black Student Union will 
meet at 6 p.m. in the Martinsville 
Room of the Martin I,.uther King Jr. 
University Union. 
The group will be sending 16 
members Jo a leadership conference 
at Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale. However, the attending 
members will apparently have to 
pay lodging expenses which 
weren't met, BSU president Kevin 
Evans said. 
"As far as lodging is concerned, 
members will have to pay that out 
of their pockets,"- Evans said .. 
"That's not a big problem, but we 
would have rather it (the money) 
had come from other sources. But 
that's what happens when you don't 
get funded (by the university). 
The BSU allocated $238 for a 
university minibus for the members 
attending the conference, which 
will be held Nov. 7-10, Evans said. 
However, BSU parliamentarian 
Robin Williams said last Wednes-
day that more than $500 was still 
needed for lodging for the mem-
bers. 
Williams said if no additional 
money was collected, members 
attending the conference will have 
to pay about $30 from their own 
pockets to cover lodging, which is 
in addition to the $55 registration 
already paid for the conference. 
Evans said although the group's 
fundraising may meet some of the 
remaining need, members will still 
have to pay some for lodging. 
Honor society deals with changes 
By CHRIS SEPER 
Campus editor 
· ing them into the 200-plus mem- Currently caught up in admin-
The switch from local senior 
honor society to a national format 
hasn't b(,':en the smoothest of tran-
sitions for Eastern 's new Mortar 
Board/National Senior Honor 
Society, but the group's members 
are learning. 
"We're still learning a lot about 
it," said Amy Dewey, director of 
communication for the NSHS. 
''This is the first year that we 're a 
part of Mortar Board. Before that, 
we were a local honor society. 
Now that we're a national organi-
zation, there's a lot'more procedu-
ral things that we have to do." 
Formerly called the Tassels 
Honor Society, Mortar Board is a 
service organization for seniors 
who involve themselves in two 
projects a year, along with 
fundraisers and a national con-
vention. 
Initiation for Eastem's 26 char-
ter members of the fledgling 
chapter came on Sept. 21, bring-
ber chapter organization. But istrative decisions, the NSHS is 
problems came during election of debating an idea for local dues, 
officers this semester, as all of the creating grade-point average 
former members graduated - guidelines, and planning to elect 
leaving the group without a clue. officers for the next year. 
"Right now we 're trying to "We're going to spend quite a 
increase awareness of the group lot of time electing next year's 
and set the standard and the rules members," Dewey said. "(We've 
for next year's group," Dewey got to decide) what dete.rmines 
said. "Part of the problem was membership. We'd send out 
when we elected this year's group applications and get applications 
we had no time to talk. All the and read them through and elect 
seniors in it (last year) had gradu- members." 
ated and were gone." Dewey said NSHS old mem-
The advantages of the national bers are hoping to give the newer 
membership include a national members a boost by divising early 
conference, recognition , and a elections, so that the future offi-
newsletter distributed to the local cers can be prepared for the new 
groups. system. 
Along with Dewey, officers for The group's current service 
Eastem's chapter of the NSHS are project is a canned food drive, to 
Ellie Huber, president; Catherine take place the week of Nov. 20 .. 
Jepson, vice president; Donna NSHS officers will meet at 7:30 
Olson, secretary; Heidi Olson, p.m. Wednesday in the Martin 
treasurer; Dana Beaird, elections Luther _King Jr. University Union 
chair; Berrie Upton, historian; and Walkway to finalize loose ends 
Marni Hamel, alumni chair. for the project. 
5 
Student program lacking 
a piece of the action 
By CATHY MYERS 
Staff writer 
Guiding students through 
their personal problems is the 
objective of faculty, staff, stu-
dents and members of the 
Charleston community that par-
ticipate in the Student Assis-
tance Program. 
However, due to the first-year 
status of the program and a lack 
of publicity, the program is hav-
ing a slow start, said an organiz-
er of the program. 
"I definitely think it's (the 
program) helpful," said Joan 
Schmidt, Eastern associate ath-
letic director who has worked 
for three years to get the pro-
gram at Eastern. "It takes time 
to get the program established. 
"I've been pretty dedicated to 
get the program going on cam-
pus," Schmidt continued. "We 
had a training program for 
coaches and student athletes , 
and it was through that that I got 
involved." 
Two students have contacted 
Schmidt since the program start-
ed in August. 
Schmidt said that the students 
did not call but came to her 
office "just to talk." · 
Others involved in the pro-
gram have had even less results 
with student participation and 
response. 
For example, Rev. Bob Meyer 
of the Newman Center, 909 
Lincoln Ave., said he has not 
received any phone calls or vis-
its from students. 
· "I think the program's excel-
lent," Meyer said. "The program 
is good. But if it is not working, 
it is not good." 
Pat Babich-Smith, substance 
abuse counselor and coordinator 
of the Creating Healthy 
Attitudes and Peer Support 
(CHAPS)office said the Student 
Assistance Program is a group 
of 16 people who have been 
chosen by department chairs as 
"staff and community members 
that students found it easy to 
Dr. Jim Wand 
talk to." 
After the members were 
selected, they were invited to 
participate in a three-day train-
ing session in February, Babich-
Smith said. 
"Our main goal is to get the 
word out about the program," 
Babich-Smith said. "We also 
want to let the students know 
that we can be reached." 
The Student Assistance 
Program offers confidential and 
professional assistance to stu-
dents. Students who have per-
sonal problems with drug and 
alcohol, stress, health concerns, 
eating disorders, nutrition artd 
relationship difficulties may call 
one of the members for help. 
"It (the program) is not a cri-
sis hotline," Babich-Smith said. 
"Part of the idea is that people 
who feel uncomfortable going 
to the counseling center can go 
to faculty . It's another way to 
reach students." ' 
Students who want to contact 
a member of the program may 
call and set up a time to meet 
and talk, Babich-Smith said. 
"The Student Assistance 
Program is another part of the 
helping network at Eastern ," 
Babich-Smith said. "The (con-
tacts) listen and that's it. 
"If it's more serious, they can 
help, but they can refer them to 
another resource," she added. 
A member might refer a stu-
dent with an alcohol-related 
problem to an alcohol counselor 
or to a center in the community, 
Babich-Smith said. 
The 16-member staff repre-
sents a wide range of staff, fac-
ulty, students and community 
members . Two ministers from 
the Charleston community are 
among the listed contacts: 
Meyer and Rollie Meyer, minis-
ter of Immanuel Lutheran 
Church and Student Center, 902 
Cleveland Ave. 
Jill Volk of Lawson Hall and. 
Lisa Hikes are student members 
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Graduate Council to view 
graduate study, options 
By DOUGLAS ARMSTRONG 
Staff writer 
These experiences are known 
collectively as "capston~~eri­
ences," and are recommended 
The Council on Graduate by the study to be established 
Studies, the body that serves as within academic units to encour-
the curriculum committee and age students' professional de-
recommends policy to the presi- velopment, he added. 
dent concerning graduate stud- Dudley also said the council 
ies, will meet at 2 p.m. Tuesday will hear discussion on the 
in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of assessment of graduate studies 
the Martin Luther King Jr. in which the worth of each aca-
University Union. demic program is determined. 
Dean Dudley, chair of the The 'data gathered during such 
council, which is made up of assessments could be used con-
eight faculty members and one structively to improve graduate 
graduate student, said the coun- education, he said. 
cil will vote on and review sev- · Other items to be voted on 
eral proposals concerning Ease include work assignments for 
tern's graduate program. graduate assistants, several 
Uniformity of internship undergraduate junior high edu-
course numbers and internship cation 4000-level courses to be 
guidelines and setting minimum approved for graduate credit, 
behavioral and academic stan- and the approval of STG 5590, a 
dards for graduate interns have new student teaching course, 
been recommended by the Study Dudley said. 
of Graduate Education and "I think that most of the poli-
Research and will be put to a cy guidelines, if adopted by the 
vote during the council's meet- council, will provide an im-
ing, Dudley said. provement in the graduate pro-
The graduate study has also gram," he said. "They should 
recommended, for review by the result in steps forward for clari-
council, that each department fication of a series of policies at 
within the graduate school insti- the graduate level." 
tute research of creative activity Dudley said the council meet-
experiences such as laborato- ing is open to all students and 
ries, ,studio experiences or grad- faculty and that input from the 
uate seminars as an important audience concerning items on 
part of all graduate curricula, the agend~ is welcomed. 
Dudley said. 
'Drowning Dog' will rule 
Dudley House this month 
By SUZANNE OLIVER 
Staff writer 
The Dudley House once again 
offers its forum for Charleston 
area poetry lovers, who are 
encouraged to attend an early 
evening poetry reading Tuesday. 
The Dudley House, which is 
located at 895 7th St. in 
Charleston, will host at 7:30 
p.m. one of its monthly readings 
with the theme "November: The 
Month of the Drowning Dog." 
The idea for the theme is taken 
from a line in a poem of the 
English contemporary poet, Ted 
Hughes, said Nan Hennings, 
director of literature for the 
Charleston Area Arts Council. 
"Because of the grinchy 
weather, the motto was taken 
from Ted Hughs. We hope that 
people will come to cheer up 
with us," Hennings said. 
According to Hennings, past 
poetry readings have included 
not only Eastern faculty and stu-
dents but Charleston residents as 
well who come from all "walks 
of life." If a person's curiosity is 
peaked but perhaps a bit hesitant 
at the thought of reading poetry 
in a public forum, Hennings 
suggested that participants sit 
back and listen to others or wait 
until they are comfortable with 
reading their material aloud. 
"If not poets themselves I rec-
ommend (that people) get a hold 
of a. Norton Anthology (poetry 
book). They don't have to stick 
to English or American poetry 
either," Hennings said. 
The chance for aspiring poets 
or interested listeners is offered 
at the Dudley House from 
September through May, except 
January, on the first Tuesday of 
every month. Guest speakers 
and seasonal or other themes are 
the usual at the Dudley House, 
which welcomes anyone with a 
passion for poetry. 
Tennil named 
employee 
of the month 
By CHRIS SEPER 
Campus editor 
Brenda Tennil, a secretary 
in the department o.f sec-
ondary education and founda-
tions, has earned employee of 
the month honors for 
October. 
"I felt very honored," 
Tennil said. "Out of all the 
employees, it's an honor for 
anybody to be chosen." 
The selection was made 
from more than 800 civil ser-
vice workers by the universi-
ty's Civil Service Employee 
Recognition Committee. 
Employed at Eastern since 
1973, Tennil currently works 
with 14 faculty members and 
five student workers. Along 
with supervising the student 
workers, Tennil does the typ-
ing, corresponding and gener-
al office work with the facul-
ty. 
"I find Eastern a motivat-
ing place to work," said 
Tennil, a native of Oakland. 
"It's very interesting and in 
our department, everybody 
pulls together. 
"It's a family atmosphere. 
It's a personal place to work," 
she a_dded. 
Tennil has previously 
maintained jobs as secretary 
for the Peace Meal Senior 
Nutrition Program, as well as 
for the botony department. 
She joined the department of 
secondary education and 
foundations in 1989. 
"Probably the most impor-
tant contribution she makes is 
(that) in a department of 14 
people, she's able to keep 14 
different egos happy," said 
John North, chair of the sec-
ondary education department. 
"As a secretary, that's very 
important. 
"She's extremely coopera-
tive, and she never loses 
patience," he added. "She 
shouldn't do it (lose patience) 
because people are often 
demanding. 
"She's an extremely com-
petent secretary," North said. 
"The employee of the 
month is more than a person-
ality kind of thing," North 
said. "It's how you keep 
things going. 
"When you have 14 people 
that you 're trying to please as 
well as the demands that I 
have - that's a difficult thing 
to do and (Tennil) does it 
extremely well," he added. 
"She's very, very deserving." 
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Caterpillar Inc. 
workers striking 
at two key plants 
PEORIA (AP) - Caterpillar 
Inc. kept making parts Monday, 
but the world's largest manufac-
turer of earth-moving equipment 
didn't have workers to assemble 
them at two key plants due to a 
selective strike by the United 
Auto Workers. 
"These are two very important 
facilities to Caterpillar," company 
spokesman Bill Lane said as pick-
ets warmed themselves at fire bar-
rels blocking gates to plants in 
East Peoria and Decatur. 
"We are studying our alterna-
tives," Lane said. 
Some 2,400 workers were out 
on strike. 
Meanwhile, negotiators fo1 
both sides abandoned the bargain-
ing headquarters in Bloomington 
to wait for further developments. 
Both sides said they would 
remain "on call" when the othe1 
is willing to negotiate. 
Analysts wondered how long it 
will be before Caterpillar has to 
reduce production of engines. 
parts and other components. to 
prevent a backlog from develop-
ing. 
"The selective strike was very 
clever," said Eli Lustgarten, ana-
lyst for Paine Webber Inc. in Ne~ 
York. "The union really has noth-
ing to be gained by shutting the 
company down. This is a more 
appropriate strategy because i1 
makes Caterpillar respond." 
A large inventory and little 
demand for its products lef1 
Caterpillar prepared for a compa-




BY ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Enrollment at most of Illinois' 
colleges and universities in-
creased this fall despite another 
drop in high school graduates, 
and the nation's shaky economy 
is getting the credit for the enroll-
ment increase. 
The increased enrollment is 
also due to the increases in fresh-
man enrollment, transfer students 
and fewer of last year's collegians 
dropping out, according to col-
lege administratoi;s and the 
Illinois Board of Higher Educa-
tion. 
"It's money," said Jack Chris-
tian, director of enrollment man-
agement at Loyola Universi-ty. 
"It's easier to come home from an 
out-of-town school. We're getting 
... people who come back, live at 
home and ride the 'L. "' 
Enrollment was up at 10 of the 
state's 12 public four-year univer-
sities. Chicago State Uni-versity 
topped the list, with enrollment 
climbing to 8,004 this year, up 
from 7,152 - an 11.91 percent 
increase. The growth was paced 
by a 19 .4 percent increase in 
freshman enrollment. 
Enrollment at Northeastern 
Illinois University in Chicago 
was up about 8 percent from 
10,453 to 11,274, its highest 
enrollment ever. 
The number of transfer stu-
dents coming to Northeastern 
from mostly community colleges 
was up 18.5 percent. 
"I would bet my life it's the 
finances," said Miriam Rivera, -
Northeastern's acting admissions 
director. "Going to a community 
college (first) is the route they 
take because it is cheaper." 
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AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In fact, one of our savings plans 
or off-campus students, the SelectSaver"' Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code you call most often. R:>r just 
Sl.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents a minute, weekdays.• D And now AT&T can take 
you to another place you've always wanted to go.Just enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip 
for you and a guest to any US. and any European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. o So let us 
help choose the savings plan thats right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be inusic to your ears. 
1b sign up for an ATE' savinp plan for off-campus students, 
ATs.T call 1800 654-0471, Ext. 7437. 1b enter the ATE' "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below. 
• tndudes contr.erul U.S., Alaska. HeMi. PueOo Rico and the U.S. Vll'gl'l lsiands. &Mngs besed on ca1s o.iel" 56 mles. Actual S8W'lgS poeentWll 
depends on subscriber Clling J)llltema. Piocessng fee ol $2.00 applies. o.;-1a1es llPPl't' horn 8 am to 5 pm 
C 1991 AT&T 
OFFIQAL RULES-NO PURQIASE ~ARY 
1 To enter, hMdprint your narM, eddress, phone number and zip ooOe on an .Wad entry torm 01 •plain p6ece of paper. 
Ottk:ial .ntry forms can be found 6n th4I OctOber 31st. 1991 issue of Roetv Stent, the October 18th. 1991 Issue of 
Enfwtainmed w.Mly, thrt Nc:weml>et'" 1991 tssue of us l'MgllZine, the Novembef"/OeOember 1991 Issue of u. The NationaJ 
COltgre H..,,,.,_ •nd the Fd Issue of Diirlctory ol Classes. You may enter u often as you wish, but each entry must be 
maied Hpm'ately to: AT&T ··ITCAN HAPPEN TO ME" SWEEPSTAKES, P.O. Box 4870, GrandCentral Station, Nfi.w York, NY 
10163. AN entries must be received by December 30, 1991. 
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............ ......., ................. Mica.Ille..• .......................................... ...... 
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...... , .. ........... _ .. ___.., ........................ ~ ...... ._.... 
.......................................... c:llJl. ... claiM:...... ..... ... 
~~..-... .. -~ ........ ,.. ................................... ~
................................... _.,._.._..._,&T&T"-9Dlsa..ce ...... --.C• ....... 
A'T&TL.efrl...._Glh~---AT&TC.....Pili9119__....,_...._,... ...... _,....,. 
..... . .............. 119r1nnt~ARAT&TC...... ....... $H ... AT&TL.-..DIAMceGlftc.tlllc-.s 
... ._ ..... .._._, .......... ...._ ............ ...._ ....... All~-IM_.... ............ 
..................... Mllilject .. ........,_._.._......_,........._ ... _.IM.._.11¥ 
........,,., ... CMlce.,_. ......... 9llllilect ......... ~~ ........... 
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.._._....,.., .................... ._....._.....__...._.~__,IM..._. .. _..... 
............. .......,. .................... .__ .................... ~ .......... ..... _____ ._......, ..................................... ............,. .. 
............... ~ ................. ...... 
3. Sweepst•kes open to residents of !he U.S., 18 years of 998 °' otdef, except emptoyees end their lam11tes ol Ar&T, its 
alhlilites, subsktianes, .iwrttsing -vencies. MEDtAAMERtCA, INC. and their program ,.upphers. Ttu11 ollf'I 1s ¥0ld 
wherever prohibited,~ sut>tect to .. federal. state and IOcal laws. 
4. Fer• lhll of .......... MINI a ............ ...._ .............. toe AT&T 1T CAii MAPNllTO llE" 
-WSUST,P.O. ... !IOft.._..~ ....... ..._..,...,llY101&3.,..._,>0th,tee2. 
,----------------, I En~ the AT&T "It Can Happen 1b Me" Sweepstakes. I 
I To enter, complete this form and mail to: I 
AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes, 
I Box 2501, Cedar Grove. New JerSL'\' 07009-2501 I I . . I 
I Name I 
I Collei.,>c Year in school I 
I~~ I 
I City State __ Zip I 
I · Phone ( I 
I Cum·n1 li>ng l>ist:mn• Company A'l~"T _MCI_ Sl'KINT _ OTI IEK _ · I 
I Cunnu C1lling C1rd Co1111~111y A'l~'ff _ ~ICI _ Sl'KINT _ OTI IEK-..,. I 
I I I On < ~11npus St udl·nt I I Off C1111pus St udl·nt .- ._.-, I 
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The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 581 -2812. 
A corrected ad· will appear 
in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
must meet the 2 p.m . 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed after .2 p.m. 
will be published in the fol-
lowing days newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
·after the 2 p.m. deadline. 
·Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-













LOST &. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Dorm size refrigerators and 
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle 
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 348-
7746. 
_ _ _ _ ______ 12/6 
FOR TERMITE, ROACH , FLEA 
AND OTHER PEST PROBLEMS 
CALL RANGER, PHONE 345-
6473, AFFORDABLE PRICES, 
EXPERIENCED SERVICE. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Devel-
opmental Trainers needed to 
work with developmentally dis-
abled adults. TRAINING, CERTI-
FICATION and BENEFITS PRO-
VIDED. Full and Part-time, start 
$4.60/hr. Apply in person at 738 
18th St. 
__________ 12/6 
Fundraising: We're looking for a 
top fraternity, sorority, or student 
organization that would like to 
make $500-$1500 for a one week 
marketing project right on cam-
pus. Must be organized and hard 
working . Call TADD at 1-800-
592-2121. 
_____ ca10/28,30,11 /5 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to 
students or student organizations 
promoting our Spring Break 
Packages. Good Pay & Fun. Call 
CMI. 1-800-423-5264. 
_____ ca10/29-31, 11 /4-11 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS: 
ProrT)ote & Organize our Sprjng 
Break tours . All materials fur-
nished. Good Pay & Fun. Call 
Campus Marketing. 1-800-423-
5264. 
ADOPTION: Happily married, finan-
cially secure couple, wish to adopt a 
white newborn. Will give lots of love 
and security. Legal and confidential. 
Call 618-462-9144 Carol and Robert. 
_________ 11/11 
The Ea 
oauy stern News 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM · 
Name: _______________ _ 
Address: _____________ _ 
Phone: ______ Students D Yes D No 
Dates to run--------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: ____________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ____ _ ___ _ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor _ _ __ _ 
no. words/days. _ _____ Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 
D Cash D Check D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
P.M. 
Dorm size refrigerator and 
microwave for rent. Carlyle 
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 348-
7746. 
__________ 12/6 
2 bedroom, furnished apartment. 
Includes dishwasher, carpeting, 
central heat & air. Close to cam-
pus. As Low as $130/month per 
person. Carlyle Rentals . 348-
7746. 
,,-~---,-.,------12/6 
Spring subleasor needed, male . 
Park Place Apartments. 
$137.50/month, plus utilities. 345-
1341. 
~~~--,------11 /7 
1 Female Subleasor needed for 
spring semester 1992. Park Place 
II apartments. Very close to cam-
pus. $150 per month-negotiable. 
Call 348-1170 for more informa-
tion. 
--~-------11 /6 
Male Subleasor needed for 
Spring Semester. Good location. 
For more information call Eric 
348-8703. (After 6p.m.) 
__________ 11/7 
Female Subleasor for SPRING-
opt. Summer. OWN ROOM. Fur-
nished , AC , Lots of Storage 
Space. $150/mo. neg. 348-1112. 
__________ 11/8 
.FOR RENT: 1-2 or 3 subleasors 
needed for spring semester . 
House close to campus . Own 
rooms. Summers free. 345-7965. 
__________ 1118 
Subleasor needed for Spring 
Semester. $160. 348-1970. 
\ 11 /12 
Female subleasor needed for 
spring semester in a great apart-
ment in University Court. Janell 
. 581-8006. 
__________ 11/8 
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments. 
. Fully furnished, convenient loca-
tion, available now and for Spring 
term. Call 345-6621 . 
__________ 12/6 
Roommate needed for Spr. 92. 
155 /mth plus utilities. Call Dan / 
345-5564. 
_____ _____ 12/6 
Spring Subleasor needed. Fur-
nished house-own room-excellent 
condition . Rent negotiable. 348-
7058. 
_ _________ 11/7 
Near Campus share large house 
with students . $11 O per month 
with private room. Call Frank 345-
4053. 
Sony CD player $50, Advent digi-
tal sound processor $!50. Four 
auto Bose speakers w/equalizer, 
digital radio cassette $200. More 
345-7282. 
__________ . 1217 
Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic 
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer 
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers 
$15. 348-5460. 
__________ 12/7 
1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM 
cassette , new tires , looks great, 
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00 
348-0692. 
__________ 12/7 
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very 
good condition $4 ,500 . 1976 
AMC Hornet good 850.00 345-
6415. 
__________ 12/7 
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 9-
11. Call Mary at 581-3215. 
__________ 12/7 
lllSE $500 .. :$1000 ... $1500 
FO-Oll 
I~ :r•:•J ~ 
FUINID 
RAISING 
For your fraternity, sororlty, team 
or other campus organization. 
AllO&lllllr 110 lllVUl'lllll' llGMlll 




32"'To the tables 
-- Mome's 
61 Wide-awake 
62 Raison d' --
63 Meets a bet 
64 Co-creator of 10 Prettyface, e .g . 
14 A "Hair" lyricist 
15 Type of lily 
16 Figure skater 's 
feat 
11 Oodles 
18 Diarist Nin 





24 Cast a ballot 
25 Hutch display 







40_New Deal agcy. 
41 Gone up 




45 Luncheon mold 
48Declared 
50 Difficult task 
57 Zhivago's love 
58 Paint pigment 




65 Unit of force 
DOWN 




4 Like; fancy 
5 Terrify 
6 Massenet opera 








13 Extort money 
from 
Formals for Sale . $75 to $100. 
Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after 
6:30 pm 348-7732. 
__________ 12/7 
For sale one Remington Electric 
adding machine CHEAP. 345-
6797. 
_ _ _ _______ 12/7 
'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks 
and runs excellent! Must sell 
$1,150 OBO. Call 581-5477. 
__________ 12/7 
PREFORMATTED IBM COM-
PAT. 3.5" HIGH DENSITY COM-
PUTER DISKS $1.25 ea. WHILE 
THEY LAST. BRAD 2836. 
1980 Mazda Rx?. New paint, 
clutch, tires . 104,000 miles. 
$2300 OBO. 348-7825. 
_ _________ 1217 
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with 
hard case . Good condition $275 
call Brian 348-8703. 
____ ______ 12n 
'86 YAMAHA FZ 600 
red/white/blue, quick, low miles, 
new tires, runs great! Must sell, 
$2600 345-9129. 
___ _ ___ _ _ _ 1217 
Speedo swim suit size 10. Ladies 
never worn tags are attached 
$30.00. Call 581-5.758. 
BACCHUS will meet tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Kansas Rm. New 
members welcome! 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have an Executive Board meeting 
tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the Casey Room in the University Union. 
ORDER OF OMEGA will have a Mandatory Meeting today at 5:00 p.m. 
on the 3rd Floor in the Union. To discuss "Into the Streets" and Carol-
ing. 
DEL TA SIGMA THETA will have Mary Kay Facial s Sign-Up on 
Wednesday, Thursday, & Friday in Coleman Hall. 
DELTA SIGMA THETA will have Taffy Apples on Wednesday, Thurs-
day, & Friday in Coleman Hall. 
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY will meet today at 12:00 Noon in Panther Lair 
North, Union. Mike Zach from Omaha, Nebraska will speak on Mark 
Chapter 10. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Sacrament of Reconciliation 
offer~d tonight from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Center. 
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM, INC. will have a Busi-
ness Meeting and Dance Seminar tonight at 7:30 p.m. in CH 103. For 
more information on the SCA, Inc. call Jeri or Charlie at 348-0045. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Haiti Meal & Meeting 
today at 5:00 p.m. at the Newman Center. Michelle Padula is back 
from Haiti and she will be there. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News 
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example: 
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published. 
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains 
conflicting information will not be run. 
21 Monogram of 32 Have the nerve 46 Ital ian white w ine 53 Next in order of 
"The Conning 33 Mayberry ·s 
Tower " man town tipple r 
22 LuPone role 34 Chan's 
25 Fam ily group expression 
26 "Now Is the 35 Deejay's disk 
,'' 1946 36 Phooeyi 
song 38 Organized walk 
27 Smidgen 39 Like bricks or 
28 Different slant raisins 
29 Suffix with resist 43 Coronas. e .g . 
44 Bracketed word 
45 Reference book 
47 Blender button place 
48 Rear end 54 Pseudoesthetic 
49 Torso trunk 
51 Ham's father 
52 Kareem 's alma 
mater 
55 Some "Hee 
Haw" humor 
56 Spot for. 
baby-dangling 
6:00 Inside Edition News News SportsCenter MacGyver Oream Jeanie 
6:30 Night Court Entmt. Tonight Married· ... Can Be Told Night Court News Scan 
7:00 I'll Fly Away Rescue 911 Full House Olympiad Murder, She Movie A Matter Nova LA. Law Movie: 48 Hrs. TerraX Disney Movie: Joe Kidd 
7:30 Home lmprov. Wrote of Humanities Smithsonians Front-
8:00 In the Heat of Movie: Posing Roseanne Expedition Earth Boxing line Confessions Invention Little House 
8:30 of the Ni ht Coach Hidden Room Beyond Tom. MPrairie 
9:00 Law& Order Barbra Walte~s Amazing Game News Making Sense Veronica Clare Star Trek:The Orphans of Tsav Combat Movie: 
9:30 of the 60's Next Generation Thunderbolt 
10:00 News News News Spirit of Adv. MacGyver Night Court Being Served? Spencer:For WKRP Wings Mr. and Mrs. North and Lightfoot 
10:30 Tonight Mws·H Love Connection Sportscenter Kojak Movie: Hire Arsenio Creature From 
11:00 Current Affair Johnny B Equalizer Gary handling reat Days of the Haunted a 
11:30 Letterman Hard Copy Nightline Volleyball Movie Molly Dodd Party Machine the Century Movie 
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Talk delegates leave with mixed feelings Millions of blacks strike; 
19 killed in violence MADRID, Spain (AP) - Arabs and Israelis went home Monday 
with mixed feelings of frustration 
and anticipation after an intense 
foray into the realm of peace. Israel 
and Syria were mired in recrimina-
tions, but promised to meet again. 
Lebanon. 
capacity, but the streets of some 
cities were deserted. 
Few concrete achievements 
resulted from last week's three-day 
Middle East conference and the 
three sets of direct Israeli-Arab 
talks that ended early Monday with 
a bitter Israeli-Syrian session. 
West Bank and Gaza Strip. The 
dimmest are for a thaw between 
Israel and Syria, the region's 
strongest military powers, and most 
bitter foes. 
In the Iranian capital of Tehrarl, 
Shiite Muslim demonstrators 
burned American and Israeli flags . 
and an effigy of Uncle Sam outside 
the former U.S. Embassy com-
pound to mark its takeover 13 years 
ago by Iranian radicals. 
The late-night talks in Madrid 
were the first-ever direct discussion 
between Israel and Syria and they 
lasted five hours, into the early 
hours on Monday. 
JOHANNESBURG, South 
Africa (AP) - Millions of blacks 
went on strike Monday as anti-
apartheid groups shut down large 
parts of the economy in a bid to 
force the white government to 
share power. At least 19 people 
were killed in strike violence. 
The massive strike, which was 
to continue Tuesday, was official-
ly called to protest a new tax. But 
it was widely seen as a power 
struggle between the government 
and black opposition groups. 
Johannesburg's sidewalks were 
clear of the hundreds of blacks 
who normally sell fruit and veg-
etables, and white supervisors 
unused to cash registers struggled 
to serve whites. 
Essential services were not hit 
by the strike, and power stations, 
most transportation and other ser-
vices ran normally. 
"I would like to express our 
regret for leaving this city without 
having tangible results,'' said Syri-
an Foreign Minister Farouk al-
Sharaa. 
But the talks smashed a 43-year 
taboo on direct Israeli-Arab talks, 
setting in motion a process of face-
to-face negotiations to resolve one 
of the most intractable regional 
conflicts in the world. 
The United States and Soviet 
Union sponsored the talks, and 
President Bush's assessment was: 
"We have a long way to go and 
interruptions will probably occur, 
but hopes are bright" The brightest 
are for negotiations between Israel 
and the 1.7 million Palestinians liv-
ing under its military rule in the 
In a reminder of how relentless 
the conflict is, hard-line. Israelis 
inaugurated a new Jewish settle-
ment in the Golan Heights just 
hours after the talks ended. Syria's 
main demand is for the return of the 
Golan Heights, captured by Israel 
in the 1967 Mideast war. 
But the enemies failed to move 
even an inch from their positions, 
or even shake hands. Even coffee 
breaks were taken in separate 
rooms. 
Syria refused an Israeli request to 
establish direct contacts to arrange 
the site for the next round of talks, 
scheduled later this month. 
Nenetheless, both agreed to meet 
again - if the United States comes 
up with an acceptable location. 
The strike appeared to be one of 
the most politically effective 
actions taken recently by opposi-
tion groups, which have frequent-
ly been left on the defensive by 
President F.W. de Klerk's rapid 
reforms. 
Strike organizers claimed at 
least 3 million people were taking 
part in the action, but the figure 
could not be confirmed. 
The Congress of South African 
Trade Unions alone has 1.2 mil-
lion members. 
The African National Congress 
and the allied Congress of South· 
African Trade Unions, the groups 
that called the strike, want a say in 
economic policy. 
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and 
looks great. $750.00 348-1983. 
~~~~~~~~12!7 
Formals very nice. Lavender and 
royal blue. Worn once. Size 8/9. 
$25 OBO 348-5541. 
~~~~~~~~12!7 
Zenith 25" console TV ·$150 . 
Marantz speakers (165 watts) 
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 All-
band communication receiver 
$150. More. 345-4426 after 10 
a.m. 
~~~~~~~c-=12!7 
1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE. 
Good condition. $1800 O.B.O. 
Call Ken 345-9735. 
~~~~~~~~12!7 
1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter. 
Excellent condition. $600.00 345-
2333 or 348-5808. 
12!7 
~2-1~5-"~M=T~x,--,,s=p=E~A~K=E=R--,BOX 
WOOFERS #350. LIKE NEW. 
MARY JO 581-2917. 
Soloflex exercise machine. All 
attachments included. 1 year old. 
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 348-
0259. 
~~~~~~~~1V6 
1983 Mustang GLX 2dr hatch-
back V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise 
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Miles. 
Excellent condition $3250. 345-
3020 anytime. 
There were also reports that 
Israeli troops shelled the positions 
of radical Muslim guerrillas in 
Officials on both sides said 
Washington or other sites in North 
America were possible. 
Skeleton staffs made up of 
mainly white workers kept many 
businesses operating at partial 
EX band member selling good 
stuff: Fender standard tele, Mar-
shall 8040 amp, Digitech PDS 
20/20, Pro-co RAT $700 for all. 
345-1377. 
~~,--,--~~~~-1V6 
1980 Chevy Monza. 65000 miles, 
good tires, body fair, needs work. 
$300 OBO 348-8068. 
~~~~~~~~-1V6 
Home Entertainment Center . 
Holds TV, VCR, Stereo, etc. $100 
OBO. 345.574gafler 5:30 p.m. 
~,--~~~~~~~.1V6 
Credenza-56LX19WX 34H-Slate 
insert in Top-26X15. 4 Drawers-
Endshelves $100.00. 345-2248. 
_________ 11 /5 
20 gal. fish aquarium. Light hood, 
rocks, filters, air pump included. 
Complete set-up. $70 o.b.o. 348-
0~99. 
-~~~~~~~-12!7 
CD's for sale , over 80 titles , 
only $6 each , for more info 
call Chris at 348-8324. 
_____ 11/5 
1982 Kawasaki 650CSR 
Ork Blue , Low Miles, New 
Tires, Batt, Chain, Must 
sell First $650. 345-6161. 
12/6 
1986--i=fo-ncfa-Prelucie~ red . 
5 speed , loaded, $5495 
OBO . 581-5145 . 
______________ 1117 
FOUND: Pair of black· sunglasses 
with case in Buzzard Building. To 
claim, call 581-2812. 
_________ 11/6 
LOST IN BUZZARD BUILDING 
ONE BRIGHT BLUE ART 
BIN(TACKLE BOX) FILLED 
WITH ART SUPPLIES. 
We Pay Cash for Broken gold 
jewelry, diamonds, class rings, 
gold or silver coins & collection 
modern & antique guns . The 
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the 
Square. 348-1 011 
~~~~~~~~-1V7 
Singing Telegrams!! Birthdays, 
Christmas, Anniversaries, Special 
Occasions . Call 581 -3110 8-12 
and 1-5 M-F for details. 
-~~~~~~~-1V6 
European Tan Spa. Call 345-
911+1 . 
___ ca11 /5,7,12,14,19,21 
"Ugh! Ugh!" Nomad says "Happy 
Birthday, Mom". Look out Neoga, 
Kim is 21 today! 
.,,.,--..,,.,-,,....-,=--,---,----11 /5 
Sigma Chi 's-Thanks for an awe-
some Halloween bash! Love the 
women of Delta Zeta. 
_________ 11/5 
KRIST'E'N DRISCOLL, Congrat-
ulations! I knew it was you. Thanx 
for everything Saturday night. 
Love your DZ roomie. 
_________ 11/5 
SIGMA PI , GREAT job on the 
Haunted Hut. I had a good time 
with only a few injuries. Heidi. 
11/5 
"'"D=E~L T=A_C_H_l~S,-o~c~c=-E=-R=-!~D~EL TA 
CHI SOCCER! DELTA CHI SOC-
CER #1, DELTA CHI SOCCER 
CLEANED HOUSE THIS YEAR, 
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL 
THE BROTHERS THAT 
PLAYED, THE G·uys IN THE 
HOUSE. 
_________ 11 /5 
European Tan Spa. Call 345-
911+ 1. 
____ ca11 /5,7,12,14,19,21 
Rachel Toney-Delta Zeta Formal 
was great. Thanks for making my 
Birthday fun. Alex. 
11/5 
=Tho--e-c-Mo--e_n_o~f-=P,.,..l ..,..K,.,.A=P=P...,.A-A,..,..LPHA 
would like to thank the Ladies of 
DEL TA ZETA for a great formal. 
Pull the Bus Over! 
11 /5 
7G-=R-=E~G,--K=R~A-=F=T-of~P..,..l...,.K~APPA 
ALPHA and JEN HELRUNG of 
SIGMA KAPPA, It's about time 
you guys got lavaliered. The pond 
sure is cold Krafty! From Your 
Pike Brothers. 
_________ 11 /5 
To the women of E.l.U.: Sadness 
has come to us! Our beloved god 
and savior TOM FRAZER is in 
love!!! Ladies, we must pull 
together in this time of sorrow. 
From now on, my canary earrings 
will be worn in memory of you. 
You will be greatly missed Frazer, 
Goodbye. 
_________ 11 /5 
Tri Sigs, Thanks for a spooky and 
fun function on Wed. We all had a 
great time. The Men of Delta Chi. 
-----~---11/5 
Amy Wachholz: Congratulations 
on being named "Miss Congenial-
ity". I knew you had it in you . 
Love your A.G. Bro Joe "Lies". 
~----,--~~=1115 
Congratulations to GREG KRAFT 
on being chosen new SIG KAP 
MAN and to MATT HENNESSEY 
for being nominated . Your PI 
KAPPA ALPHA brothers are proud. 
Thanks for a great formal Sig Kaps. 
_________ 11/5 
Congratulations to DANE MALL 
and STEVE GLAZER of PI 
KAPPA ALPHA for being nomi-
nated for DZ Man . From your 
Pike Bros. 
_________ 11 /5 
Leslie-THANKS FOR AN AWE-
SOME WEEKEND . IT DIDN'T 
SEEM COLD AT ALL FOR 
SOME REASON!!! Eddie. 
_________ 11/5 -
RUSH PHI SIGMA SIGMA-Build-
ing Reputations, Not Resting on 
Them! Call 581-6753 for Rides 
and Information. 
_________ 11/5 





Send your loved ones an 
announcement in the Daily East-
ern News Classif ieds. It will 
make their day and yours, too. 
_________ 11 /5 
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 'SELL SHORT SAVE LONG' 
()I,(, \iOBBES. ~12E'5 TuE 
l'LAN it> ?ITT !-'\OE ()JI 
~ COMl'l\SSION . 
~,~, 
., . I A . 
Doonesbury 
5te, I'M NOT REAUY A 
C/JBB/~. I'M A Pt:RFC¥<ir1-
ANf,b Af<Tl5T. THIS IS JUST 
1M1FfJRAR(, UNTIL-MY Hl.E-
8ANP GeT5 AN0711el< J0/3 .. . 
~ 
'iOIJ (()l<\t TO ~00\.. ~ll'rl 
ME, A.Nt> 't.\\.\'tN t-IO't. C.OMES 
TO Sill\. t-\'( M~. '{O'J 
J\JM? OJI ~ND EA\ ~It-'\~ 
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W'ill., l&I Cl-\tN 
~\MW AND 
SPIT \.\Iii\ OJT, 
l OON'T C~\;!t !! 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID-
UAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED . 
Name:_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Address: ________ Phone: ______ _ 
Dates to run __________ _ 
Message: (one word per line) 
Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad ___ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ____ Compositor ___ _ 
No. words/days ______ ~Amount due:$ ____ _ 
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Griffey Sr. announces retirerilent 
SEATTLE (AP) - Ken 
Griffey, a three-time All-Star 
who made baseball history by 
playing in the same outfield 
with his son, said Monday he is 
retiring after a 19-year major 
league career. 
The Seattle Mariners said the 
41-year-old Griffey could be 
offered a job with their organi-
zation. He has said he would 
like to be a coach, a minor 
league hitting instructor or a 
television commentator. 
"Senior may still work for the 
Mariners," said Brian Goldberg, 
his Cincinnati-based agent. 
"Senior is weighing some 
options now." Griffey was a 
member of the Big Red Machine 
in Cincinnati that won the World 
Series in 1975 and 1976. He hit 
a home run against every major 
league club except Cleveland. 
Ken Griffey Jr., the Mariners 
21-year-old cen ter fielder, 
already is a two-time AL All-
Star. The Griffeys are the only 
father-and-son combination to 
play in the major leagues at the 
same time. 
"Playing with Junior over the 
last two seasons was definitely 
the highlight of my career," 
Griffey said in a statement. 
Griffey, who resides in West 
Chester, Ohio, near Cincinnati, 
did not immediately return a call 
for comment. 
Griffey missed most of 1991 
with a herniated disk in his 
neck. 
He began the season on the 
disabled list after hurting the 
neck in a car accident during 
spring training. 
He came off the disabled list 
April 16 and hit .282 in 30 
games with one home run and 
nine RBls. Recurring pain in his 
neck forced him back on the dis-
abled list on June 6. 
Griffey underwent surgery in 
Cincinnati on Sept. 11 to repair 
the bulging disk. 
"I was hoping to be able to 
come back for one more year," 
Griffey told the Seattle Post-
Intelligencer Sunday night. "But 
I realized about a week after the 
operation that it probably wasn't 
going to happen." 
Griffey finished his big 
league career with a .296 batting 
average. He had 2,143 hits, 152 
homers, 859 RBis and 200 
stolen bases. 
He broke in with Cincinnati 
.in 1973 and hit .384 in 25 
games. He became the Reds' 
starting right fielder in 1975 and 
batted .305. He then hit .269 in 
the seven-game World Series 
victory over Boston with four 
RB Is. 
Griffey hit .336 the following 
season and finished second in 
the NL batting race at .336. He 
was selected for the 1976, 1977 
and 1980 All-Star games. 
Griffey was traded to the 
Yankees in 1982 and played 
parts of five seasons in New 
York before going to Atlanta in 
1986. He went back to 
Cincinnati in 1988 and joined 
Seattle in 1990. 
They became the first father-
son combination ever to start a 
game together on the same team 
when Ken Sr. played left field 
and Ken Jr. played center on 
Aug. 31, 1990. 
On Sept. 14, 1990, the two hit 
consecutive home runs off 
California's Kirk Mccaskill in 
Anaheim Stadium. 
Griffey's second son, 20-year-
old Craig, played last summer 
for the Mariners rookie league 
team at Tempe, Ariz., and hit 
.253. 
Football and Hoops Standings 
National Football League 
NFC 
East 
Washington 900 I.OOO 
Dallas 6 3 0 .667 
N.Y. Giants 440 .500 
Phoenix 460 .400 
Philadelphia 3 5 0. 375 
Central 
Chicago 720.778 
Detroit 6 3 0 .667 
Minnesota 5 5 0 .500 
Green Bay 2 7 0 .222 
Tampa Bay 180.IJJ 
West 
New Orleans 8 1 0 .889 
Atlanta 5 40 .556 
San Fran. 4 5 0 .444 
LA Rams 3 6 0 .333 
AFC 
East 
Buffalo 8 I 0 .889 
NY Jets 5 4 0 .556 
Miami 4 5 0 .444 
New England 3 6 0 .333 
Indianapolis 090 .OOO 
Central 
Houstol\ 7 2 0 .778 
Cleveland 4 5 0 .444 
Pittsburgh 3 6 0 .333 
Cincinnati 180.lll 
West 
Denver 7 2 0 .778 
Kansas City 6 3 0 .667 
L.A. Raiders 5 4 0 .556 
Seattle 5 4 0 .556 
San Diego I 8 0 .Ill 
1991 Gateway Football 
Conference 

















Southern Illinois 420 730 Golden State 2 0 I.OOO . 
SW Missouri State 220 5 3 I Phoenix 2 0 I.OOO -
Indiana State 230 450 LA Clippers 1 I .500 1 
EASTERN 130 350 LA Lakers I I .500 I 
Illinois St~te 140 440 Portland I I .500 I 
Sacramento I I .500 1 
Next Saturday Seattle 02 .OOO 2 
EASTERN at Western Kentucky 
Illinois State at SW Missouri St. Tuesday's games 
Indiana State at Northern Iowa Milwaukee at New York 
Southern Illinois at Louisiana Tech Philadelphia at Washington 
Western Illinois at Morgan State Utah at Atlanta 
Charlotte at Detroit 
National Basketball Boston at Miami 
Golden State at Chicago 
Association Cleveland at Dallas 
EASTERN CONFERENCE Portland at Houston 
Atlantic Division Indiana at Phoenix 
Sacramento at Seattle WL Pet. GB San Antonio at Denver Orlando 2 0 I.OOO - LA Clippers at LA Lakers Washington 2 0 I.OOO -
Miami I 0 I.OOO .5 NCAA Division I-AA Poll New Jersey I 0 I.OOO .5 
Boston 11 .500 I Record Pts Prv 
New York 02 .OOO 2 !. Nevada (4) 9-0-0 80 I 
Philadelphia 02 .OOO 2 2. Eastern Kentucky 7-1-0 76 2 
3. Holy Cross 8-0-0 72 3 
Central Division 4. Northern Iowa 7-1-0 68 4 
Milwaukee 20 I.OOO 5. Alabama State 7-0-1 64 6 
Chicago 11 .500 .5 6. Middle Tenn. State 6-2-0 60 7 
Detroit 11 .500 .5 7. New Hampshire 7-1-0 56 8 
Indiana 11 .500 .5 8. Delaware 8-1-0 52 9 
Atlanta 0 I .OOO 1.5 9. Villanova 7-1-0 48 tlO 
Char lone 02 .OOO 2 I 0. Sam Houston State 6-1-1 44 5 
Cleveland 02 .OOO 2 11. Furman 6-2-0 40 13 
12. James Madison 7-2-0 36 14 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 13. Boise State 6-2-0 30 15 
Midwest Division 14. Samford 8-1-0 29 18 
WL Pet GB 15. Marshall 5-3-0 20 t19 
San Antonio 2 0 I.OOO - 16. Western Illinois 6-3-1 19 12 
Denver 11 .500 I 17. Lehigh 7-1-0 18 tl9 
Houston 11 .500 I 18. Citadel 5-3-0 10 
-
Utah 11 .500 I 19. McNeese St. 4-3-1 6 
-
Minnesota 0 I. OOO 1.5 20. Appalachian State 6-3-0 5 tIO 
Dallas 02 .OOO 2 
- Teams in boldface represent members of 
Pacific Division teh Gateway. 
BELL'S FLOWER CORNER 
• Balloon Bouquets 
• Flower Bouquets 
• Stuffed Animals 
• Plants 
( • Gift Baskets 
1335 MONROE 345-3919 
Open Friends &.. C0 Grill Open 
t tarn - tarn 509 Van Buren Ave. t tarn - tarn 
TACO TUESDAY 4PM - Close 
3 TACOS FOR $1 00 
12 oz SODAS ........................... 75<t 
KILLIANS RED 20 oz SUPER MUGS ......... $250 
You Keep The Mug 
REFILLS ...................... $1 75 
TACOS EVERY TUESDAY 
The Dally Eastern News 
Yzerman caught 
up in court case 
BOSTON (AP) - A Braintree 
sanitation worker is due in 
municipal court on charges · of 
assault and battery and disor-
derly conduct against Detroit 
Red Wings center Steve 
Yzerrnan. 
But Paul Collet~i says 
Yzerrnan should be in court. 
And Colletti apparently has 
some corroboration from 
Boston Bruins general manager 
Harry Sinden, who told The 
Boston Globe he saw Yzerrnan 
and Detroit general' manager 
Bryan Murray make the first 
moves toward Colletti in the 
runway after a postgame brawl 
Saturday night at Boston 
Garden. 
Colletti, 20, said he was 
taunting Yzerman in the runway 
when the center hit him in the 
right eye with the butt end of 
his hockey stick. That's when 
he swung back, he said. 
"No question, the first move-
ment came from Detroit ... they 
both jumped him - that's what I 
could see from where I sat," 
Sinden said. 
Yzerman said Colletti was 
"yelling at me but I just stood 
there and looked at him. Then 
he hit me ... right in the beak." 
He said he thought about 
punching back at Colletti. 
"But I didn't," Yzerman said. 
"I never touched him. He's flat-
out lying." Colletti spent 
Saturday night in Government 
Center police station, before 
posting $25 bond Sunday after-
noon. 
He says he'll press charges 
against Yzerman after his own 
case is settled. 
"I'm not going to sue the guy 
for $7 million, or nothing, but 
I'll press charges because, hey, 
I'm the one who had to spend 
the night in jail," Colletti said. 
"He hits me, and I look like the 
bad guy." 
Fisk heads lists of free 
agent filers on Monday 
NEW YORK (AP) - While 
13 more players filed for free 
agency Monday, the New York 
Yankees still made no decision 
about Steve Howe, the last 
potential free agent with an 
option year. 
Howe, who came back from 
drug and alcohol problems to 
pitch 48 1-3 innings and save 
three games, has an option at a 
salary to be agreed to by Dec. 
20 or determined by an arbitra-
tor. The Yankees have until 
Tuesday to exercise the option. 
"We're still talking," New 
York general manager Gene 
Michael said from the major 
league GM meetings in Boca 
Raton, Fla. "That's all I can 
say." The 13 players who filed 
Monday raised the free agent 
total to 80. Twenty-five more 
can file by next Monday's dead-
line. 
Carlton Fisk, who became eli-
gible Saturday when the White 
Sox decided not to exercise their 
$2.28 million option, was the 
top player to file Monday. 
Ten of the 13 filed who 
Monday. originally were covered 
by the five-year restriction on 
repeat free agency and became 
eligible Friday when their teams 
failed to offer salary arbitration: 
Dennis Lamp of Boston, Scott 
Fletcher of the White Sox, Jim 
Ganter of Milwaukee, Dave 
Parker of Toronto, Jim Clancy 
of Atlanta, Ted Power of 
Cincinnati, Garry Templeton of 
the New York Mets, Dickie 
Thon of Philadelphia, Bob Walk 
of Pittsburgh and Terry Kennedy 
of San Francisco. 
Others filing were Dwight 
Evans of Baltimore and Brian 
Harper of the World Series 
champion Minne·sota Twins. 
Harper was the first of eight eli-
gible Twins to file. 
Howe, who earned $500,000 
this year, doesn't want his salary 
to be determined by an arbitra-
tor. 
"If we can't make a deal by 
tomorrow, I asked them not to," 
said Howe 's agent, Richard 
Moss. 
Howe, suspended five times 
for his problems, was released 
by Texas after the 1987 season 
and didn't return to the majors 
until this year. The 33-year-old 
left-hander was 3-1 with a 1.68 
ERA in 37 games. However, he 
didn't pitch after Sept. 7 
because of a tender elbow. 
-~ote 
. yes 
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Bulls trade Hopson to Sacramento 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) - The Sacramento 
Kings acquired shooting guard Dennis Hopson from 
the Chicago Bulls on Monday in exchange for,veter-
an guard Bobby Hansen and a 1992 second-round 
draft pick. 
college draft by New Jersey, averaged 9.6 points as a 
rookie. In the following two seasons with the Nets 
he averaged 12.7 and 15.8. 
As a senior at Ohio State, Hopson was the Big 
Ten Player of the Year and the second-leading scorer 
in the nation at 29 points per game. "We're very pleased to acquire a young shooting 
guard that still has outstanding potential. Dennis 
Hopson will have an opportunity to enhance his 
career," said Jerry Reynolds, Kings player personnel 
director. 
Hansen, acquired by the Kings from the Utah Jazz 
before the 1990-91 season, played in a career-low 36 
games for Sacramento. He was sidelined by two 
surgeries - for tom cartilage in his left knee and then 
in his right shoulder. The Kings acquired guard Mitch Richmond from 
Golden State last week in exchange for the rights to 
forward Billy Owens. 
Jerry Krause, Bulls vice president of basketball 
operations, said Hansen is a "tough, no-nonsense 
competitor with eight NBA seasons behind him. He 
was an excellent performer while at Utah.We feel 
that Dennis Hopson needs to get more minutes than 
he would have received here and he will have that 
opportunity in Sacramento," Krause added. 
Hopson was dealt to the Bulls from the New 
Jersey Nets last season for several draft picks. 
Playing in 61 games for NBA champion Chicago, he 
averaged 4.3 points playing 11.9 minutes per game. 
Hopson, originally the third pick in the 1987 NBA 
Canseco fighting over card money 
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) -
Jose Canseco and his agents were 
accused in federal court on 
Monday of "scheming, arrogance 
and ruthlessness" in their dealings 
with the promoter of a 1988 base-
ball card show in Alabama. 
But an attorney for the Oakland 
Athletics slugger said he never got 
paid for his appearance even 
though he "bent over backwards to 
make this show a success," signing 
more than 1,000 autographs. 
Jim E. Pitts of Montgomery has 
filed a lawsuit against Canseco and 
bis agents, the Beverly Hills Sports 
Council, claiming they hurt his 
defunct business and caused him 
mental anguish by reneging on an 
oral deal for Canseco to attend a 
show at the Montgomery Civic 
Center on Nov. 19, 1988. 
Canseco, dressed in a dark suit 
and tie for the opening day of the 
trial, declined comment on advice 
of his attorneys. But he did sign 
autographs for a handful of specta-
tors and even a couple of men who 
were not selected for the six-per-
sonjury. 
Pitts' attorney, Bobby Segall , 
said his client agreed to pay 









Montgomery if he would agree to 
sign a minimum of 1,500 auto-
graphs. 
However, Segall charged , 
Canseco's agents wanted to back 
out of the deal when in 1988 he 
became the first player in major 
league history to hit 40 homers and 
steal 40 bases in a season. 
"When he achieved the 40-40 
club, he was the hottest thing going 
in baseball and the fee for his 
appearances went up," Segall said 
during opening arguments. "After 
that, Jose Canseco and the Beverly 
Hills Sports Council weren't inter-
ested in going to Montgomery any-
more for a piddling little $10,000. 
"They came back and demanded 
a higher fee. They knew this fellow 
(Pitts) had to give in because he 
had made commitments to other 
people. His whole economic sur-
vival was on the line. The scheme 
worked to a tee." After settling on 
a $15,000 fee and a minimum of 
1,600 autographs, Segall said, 
more problems arose ·when 
Canseco scheduled an appearance 
in his hometown of Miami on the 
same day of the Montgomery 
show. 
Segall said Pitts was forced to 
We Deliver 
11 am -11 pm 
345-2466 
move back the starting time of his 
show three hours and split with 
Canseco the cost of a charter flight 
to bring him to Montgomery. Once 
at the show, the attorney said, 
Canseco refused to sign bats and 
gave only 1,225 autographs That 
was the reason Pitts stopped pay-
ment on Canseco's $13,250 check 
a few days later, Segall said. 
But Jimmy Walter, Canseco's 
attorney, said the evidence would 
show that Pitts made more than 
$30,000 at the show and he didn't 
file suit until a year later - after 
Canseco had. sued him in 
California in an attempt to collect. 
That case is still pending and 
Canseco, who has a five-year, 
$25.5 million baseball contract, is 
now asking the federal jury for his 
money. 
"Jose Canseco has never gotten 
one dime for coming to that 
show," Walter said in his opening 
statement, "even though he was the 
one everyone came to see." Walter 
conceded that there was "a great 
deal of confusion and misunder-
standing" about Canseco's appear-
ance but said it eventually was 
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• From page 12 
would make the Ambush team. 
As a forward for the Panthers, 
he has scored nine goals and 
added six assists for 24 points. 
In his four years at Eastern, he 
has accumulated 22 goals and 
17 assists. 
"I think he would probably 
play the midfield position," 
Bray said. "He is a goal scorer 
and that would be where he 
could help the team the most." 
Bray also said that he 
believes Hollimon could con-
tribute to the Tulsa team 
instantly, considering this is 
the Ambushs' first year in the 
O'Brien 
A From page 12 
I have to give the conference 
some credit though because it 
does generate another $100,000 a 
year for the league, something 
that Ippoliti touched on after his 
announcement. 
You also have to look at the 
fringe benefits of having a corpo-
rate sponsor like Phar-Mor. The 
league champion will have it 
made with all of the free prescrip-
tion drugs they get, all the health 
and beauty supplies a team would 
ever need and all the fertilizer 
they could carry. 
It is about time that college 
basketball teams hopped on the 
corporate bandwagon that their 
football counterparts jumped on a 
few years ago in their bowl 
games. 
I guess that the basketball con-
ferences were getting jealous of 
the football teams that got to go to 
such elaborate bowls like the 
Blockbuster Bowl, the Federal 
Express Orange Bowl (huh?) and 
the Mazda Gator Bowl. 
11 
league. 
"We have a lot of young 
players on the team, as well as 
some veteran's, so we think 
LeBaron can add to the team," 
Bray said. "He has an incredi-
ble work ethic and he is always 
the hardest worker on the team. 
He gives 100 percent effort. 
"He's a real quick player and 
he can make things happen. I 
have also heard that he is just a 
good person overall." 
Terms of a contract have yet 
to be discussed since the 
Ambush have not contacte(l 
Hollimon at this time. 
They saw how many free video 
rentals that the Florida State 
Seminoles got for their 
Blockbuster victory a year ago 
and all the packages that the 
Colorado Buffaloes got to send 
for free after an Orange Bowl win 
last season. 
Maybe getting a corporate 
sponsor was the right move for 
the Mid-Continent though. In the 
long run maybe it won't look like 
Ippoliti and the league are selling 
out to corporate America. Just as 
long as the basketball is the same, 
I guess I really shouldn't com-
plain. 
But the least they could of done 
was sign with someone like 
McDonald's. Just think of all of 
the Happy Meals the conference 
could dish out to the unhappy 
campers iJfter Eastern's Panthers 
walk away with the automatic bid 
to the NCAA tournament in 
March. 
-Don 0' Brien is the sports editor 
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Spikers play host to Butler 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Staff writer 
The Lady Panther's volleyball 
season, which is winding down 
quickly, has not been the most 
productive, but the team is hold-
ing its heads up after this past 
weekend. 
After grabbing its first confer-
ence win over Bradley University 
and nearly upsetting a tough 
Western Illinois University squad 
this past weekend, Eastern is 
looking forward to staying in 'the 
winning mode as they host the 
Butler Lady Bulldogs at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday in McAfee Gym. 
Eastern head coach Betty 
Ralston, whose team is 11-17 
overall and 1-4 in the Gateway 
Conference, said the matches with 
Butler have always been dog 
fights. Last year, the Bulldogs 
won a five game match. She 
added every match she could 
remember with Butler has been a 
see-saw battle. 
"Our matches have always been 
very competitive," Ralston said. 
"We'll be ready for them. We bet-
ter be ready if we are this far 
along in the season. 
"We felt so much better about 
ourselves after coming off a good 
weekend," said junior Beth Foster. 
"It will make us a little more 
excited next time we go out on the 
court." 
"Our spirits are up. We played 
well the past two matches. This 
match will help us get ready for 
the Northern Illinois match this 
weekend," Ralston said. "Pulling 
an upset in Northern Illinois 
would be just great." 
Freshman Sherri Piwowarcyzk 
won't be appearing in the Eastern 
lineup for the remainder of the 
season due to a stress fracture on 
Gang tackle 
Sherri Piwowarcyzk 
her right wrist. 
"It just started bothering ine. I 
never hurt it," Piwowarcyzk said. 
"I was very upset and mad. But 
there's nothing I can do." 
Piwowarcyzk has been playing 
with a sore wrist for about six 
weeks. Ralston said that since 
Piwowarcyzk is a freshman it was 
better for her to get the wrist taken 
care of now rather than the taking 
the risk of an injury in the future. 
She will have the cast taken off in 
about six weeks. 
"It hurts with Sherri out. She 
was the most versatile of all the 
freshmen," Ralston said. "The 
other nine will get to see a lot of 
time. 
"She'll be able to play again in 
spring ball. It's best we get that 
taken care of now especially 
because she's a freshmen. If she 
was a senior, we may have been 
able to hold off for two weeks or 
so until the end of the season," 
Ralston said. 
Posting up top statistics for the 
Lady Panthers are sophomores 
Susie Green and Kim Traub. 
Green is among the Gateway 
Conference leaders in kills and 
digs. Traub stands in on the leader 
board in the categories of hitting 
percentage and blocks. 
The Lady Bulldogs come into 
the match with a 14-13 record 
overall and a 2-3 mark in the 
Midwestern Collegiate 
Conference. First year head coach 
Linda Grensing, who was an 
assistant coach at Iowa State 
before going to Butler, said her 
young team is looking forward to 
coming to Eastern in the Lady 
Panthers' final non-conference 
battle of the season. 
Grensing said although the 
MCC is not the toughest 
Conference in the region, her team 
has lost to some respectable oppo-
nents such as Xavier University, 
Loyola University at Chicago and 
regionally-ranked Notre Dame. 
Butler has a couple of Gateway 
Conference teams on its schedule 
such as Southwest Missouri State 
University, Bradley, Indiana State 
and Western Illinois. The 
Bulldogs won every match against 
the Gateway Conference schools 
with the exception of Southwest 
Missouri State. 
Grensing added the youth on 
her team has been leading to 
inconsistent play. 
"Early on throughout the sea-
son, the inconsistency led to good 
wins and some loses," Grensing 
said. "They are fairly unpre-
dictable when they are that 
young." 
· Two freshmen, two sopho-
mores, one junior and one senior 
are usually the common faces on 
the court for the Bulldogs. 
"We have a pretty overall bal-
anced team. Not one person is 
going to make or break this team," 
Grensing said. 
-
DAN KOONCE/Photo editor 
A group of Eastern defenders gang-up on Southern Illinois running back Anthony Perry at McAndrew 
Stadium on Saturday. Perry rolled up 93 yards and scored a pair of touchdowns as the Salukis defeated the 
Panthers 31-30. 
Tulsa starts .initial season 
without Eastern's Hollimon 
By KEN RYAN 
Associate sports editor 
The city of Tulsa will get a 
taste of soccer Nov. 9, when 
the Tulsa Ambush of the 
National Professional Soccer 
League plays its first game as 
an expansion team against the 
Canton Invaders. 
They will play, however, 
without the help of their sec-
ond round draft pick, LeBaron 
Hollimon, who is still a mem-
ber of the Eastern Illinois soc-
cer team. 
Wade Bray, media relations 
director for the Ambush, said 
that the team is anxious to 
begin the season. 
"We're ready to go," Bray 
said. "We're gearing up for the 
season. It's been a long time 
since there has been soccer in 
Tulsa. The fans are really 
excited and it should just be an 
enjoyable season." 
Hollimon, a senior forward 
on the 8-9-1 soccer squad, is 
not expected to be contacted by 
the 'Ambush until sometime in 
December. Bray said that he 
looks forward to Hollimon 
joining the team and hopes that 
he can come out and join the 
team some time soon. 
"Hopefully he can come in 
and tryout and work with the 
team when he becomes eligible 
in December," Bray said. "I 
don't know what his school 
schedule is, but we would like 
to get him out here." 
The end of Panther soccer 
season is Nov. 9 when Eastern 
hosts Wright State University 
and Hollimon said that he 
expects to be contacted by 
somebody then. 
"I have not talked to any-
body from Tulsa yet," 
Hollimon said. "I don't think 
they will call until after the 
season is over, because they 
don't want to do anything to 
hurt Eastern and interfere with 
the season." 
Hollimon is from Wichita, 
Kan., which is one reason that 
the Ambush became interested 
in him. 
"A lot of our guys are from 
the Wichita area and that is 
how we know him," Bray said. 
"With Wichita not being to far 
from Tulsa, our guy~ got a 
good look at LeBaron." 
Eastern 's leading scorer, 
Hollimon, is not expected to 
have to switch positions if he 
would make the Ambush team. 
As a forward for the Panthers, 
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Mid-Con succumbs 
to corporate sponsors 
Last Wednesday, I had the opportunity to 
attend my first media day/coaches luncheon 
courtesy of the Mid-Continent Conference for 
its kickoff for the 1991-92 basketball season. 
The setting was the beautiful Drake Hotel on 
the Chicago Lakefront. Reporters covering the 
luncheon ranged from small college newspa-
pers, like myself, to large metropolitan papers 
like the Chicago Tribune: Unfortunately most of 
the reporters were there f-or the free lunch and . 
not there to cover the press conference. 
After a weird, but good when you put it up 
against food-service lunch of some turkey-like Don 
substance with a would-be potato and unlimited O'Brien 
amounts of water, Mid-Continent 
Commissioner Jerry lppoliti dropped a bomb-
shell on the press corps in attendance. 
He announced that the league had inked a three-year, $300,000 deal 
with Phar-Mor Pharmacy as a corporate sponsor of the Mid-Continent's 
post-season tournament. 
My first reaction was, "Ooh yeah! Another corporate sponsor for col· 
legiate athletics, just what we need." 
Then I thought, "What is Phar-Mor?" 
Maybe I live a sheltered life, but I had never heard of Phar-Mor 
before last week. 
Mid-Continent Director of Publicity Tom Lessig described Phar-Mor 
to me as "a store that originally started off as a pharmacy and now more 
l~ke a Walgreen's type of store that is into deep discounts in retail (things 
they sell." · 
Ippoliti said that the Mid-Continent is only the sixth conference of 34 
in Division I basketball that have secured a corporate sponsor for their 
tournament. 
My question is what is the big deal with having a corporate sponsor? 
It isn't like the conference, which is going stronger than ever since its 
inception 10 years ago, really needs it. 
The conference's post-season tournament champion is already 
assured of an automatic bid to compete in the NCAA tournament. I real· 
ly don't think that the NCAA said that the conference had to get a spon· 
sor of their post-season tournament in order to keep their automatic bid. 
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